Group rings of polycyclic groups  by Roseblade, J.E.
GROUPRINGSOFPOLYCYCLICGROUPS* 
1. lntroductisn 
WC sriy that 3 ring 1~3s Max-t if and only if it has the ma,ximal condition on right 
ideals. The study of group rmgs with Max-r was begun by Philip Hall in 1954. A 
group whose integral group ring satisftcs Max-r must necessarily satisfy Max-s, the 
m%xlrnal condition on subgroups. The only groups we know to have Max-s are the 
polyc’yc‘lr~ by finite ones. 
We recall that a group G is p$~_~c~tic if and only if there is a series 
in which the factors G 5+t ic,, 0 < i < FL are all cycli<. Polycyclic by finite groups are 
those which have a normal polycyclic subgroup of finite index. What Ha11 proved in 
141 ~3s that the integral group rings of these known groups wi& Max-s m!\st have 
Max-r. It is still an open question whether these are the only groups whose integral 
group rings have Max-r, ar,d we shall say nothing more 3lijorit his. Our methods de- 
pend upon structural information about polycyclir: groups, which is not available for 
arbitrary groups with Max-s, and relate to the questions mised by Hall in his other 
two papers IS) and 161 about these groups. 
1.2. Simple ntudules 
We say that a field is absdufe if and only if every one of its non-zero elements i  
a root of unity. Absolute, then, is short for absolutely algebraic of prime characteris- 
tic’. As one of the main theorems of [ 51, Hdll proved that if G is a finitely generated 
nilpotent group and if k is an absolute Geld, then simple R’C-tnodules are tinite- 
dimensional over A‘ . He left open the question of whether this would still be true if 
G were polycyclic. We answer this with: 
* Dedicated to Philip Hall, on the occasion of his seventieth birthday, 
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AS HaI1 pointed out in [S 1. if 3 polycyulic group G has no Abelian subgroups ot 
finite index, then if K is any non-absolute field, there are siniple KG-modules of in- 
fir&e dimension over A’. There is therefore not much room for improvement if WC” 
concern rlurselves only with group dgebras. However, the result can be applied to 
group rings over certain coefficient rings other than fields if we couple it with rather 
easier esults. For example. together with IS. Lemma 2] it shows at once that if% 
is u p dy_dic by fim’fc gn~up~ then ewy sirpple ZG-mdde is ~~ni?~. More generally 
it rtpplies to group rings over a Nilbert ring, that is, one which has bisx-r 3nd is such 
that t hc Jac’ohson r3dical of every homomorphic image is nilpotent. 
~upposc that d is 3 commutative Hilheft ring 3nd (; 3 polyq&c by finite group. 
A by-produst. Corollary C,li, of the tirst part of the proof of Theorem A is that i”M 
IS u sirnpk 3G’-rm~hl~, thm AI is killd by smne rnmimul tied k f )j’J. If we write 
K for the field J/‘L, then AI is naturally a KG-module; and if it happens that K is ah- 
solute. then Theorem A shows that dim&V) is finite. 
If’ we s3y that a simple homomorphic image of a ring IS a cupit of that ring. we 
may state: 
Thea& A has been given two err,,lleous proofs alre3dy. That 3dvanccd by &less- 
kii in f 171 was retracted *, and ‘!~e first lemma of that given by LevicX 11 11 is Mse. 
Hall used his results to deduce theorems about finitdy genmtd Abelian by nil- 
potent groups. It will be remembered that the main result of f s] concerned mono- 
lithId groups; a group being monolithic if it is non-trivial and if the interscctrott ot’ all 
the non-trivial normal subgroups i non-trivial. We take this tcrnlinology over to mo- 
dules: if iV is an R-module, we say th3t A! is trwrrrslirhic f and only if IV is non-r.ero 
and the intersection of all the non-zero submodules of,41 is non-zero. This intersec- 
tion is ailed the lirh of%. If .‘cI is monolithic, its li!h is clesrly 3 simple R-module. 
f4alI’s theorem that mrwlirkic fhtitdy gerwru~~/ A bcliurr by nilptrttwt grmps urc 
,%@u is easily seen to be equivalent with the fact that finitely generated monolithic 
modules for the integral group ring of 3 finitely generated nilpotent group are finite. 
He says explicitly in (S] that his results could easily be extended to finitely gener- 
* See the review of I17 J rn Math. Rev. 44 (1972). 
The Strong !Wlstellensatr ‘comes in various forms. The most convenien! from 
our pcint of view is that discussed by Krull 110) and states that the polynomial ring 
P is a Hilhert ring. Our next results Concern 4 his and the questions asked by Hall in 
161. The main results of lb] were group-theoretic, but depended essentially on 3 WI- 
sim of the Nullstellcnsatz for integral group rings of finitely generated nilpotent 
groups. Let K bc an image of such a ring. Hall proved that the elements of the centre 
of H which lay in the Jacc~bs~ radical of R h;ld to be nilpotent. He doubted whether 
the same result would hold if K was replaced by an image of a group algebra over a 
general Geld, having in mind the failure of Theorem A for non-absolute fields. His 
doubt can now be dispelled. NCYt only does the thorom go over to group rtlgtbras, but 
it is true also for polycyk groups. Suppose J is a ~onmutativt ring md G is 3 poly- 
cyclic by finite group. We shall prove, after Corollary C5, that if7 is (I lfibbert rhg, 
then so is JCL This wili be an easy consequence of the fact that 3 simple ./G-module 
is killed by a maximal idelil of .J. Of course, the property of eing 3 Hihrt nng goes 
l See the remark on p. . . . 
to hc)rrromorphic images. . - dnce the cocffkicnt ring is an image of JG. it is obvious that 
JG cm bt 3 HilberF ring only if1 is. 
The more general version of the Nullstellensatz ;&ich Hall proved as [h. Lemma “1 
had to do with finitely generated modules M for im zzes K of an integral group ring 
of a tlnitel,v generated nilpi>tent group. He proved that if a centrat element of R killed 
every simple image of M. then som~3 power of that element killed M. It is a simple 
cr)nsequence rlf the fact, proved in [ 15). that every ideal of R is polycentral that this 
result can be extended to show that urt_~* &ul of?? which kills CW~V sirrz@ image 01’ 
.V has wttw pr~wcr killiri;rt M. Although Hall’s 16. Lemma 91 remains true, bv Coral- . 
lary (‘5, if the group involved is polycyclic rather than nilpotent, the extension does 
not : if 6’ is urt_r pd_~*c_vclic’ by Jiuitc grt~tp which is rwt tli@ uen t. then rhtw is Q ji&e 
ZG-r~nuM~~ AI and urr i&u1 .k’ of ZG which kills evep_)~ simple im.ug~~ c?f’M btrt has HO 
/wwt kil!iu~ Al. Indeed X may be taken to be the ideal fi of ZG generated by the 
augmentation ideal ti of any nt~rmal non-rrilpotent subgroup Cf of G On the other 
hand, we shall prove: 
We leave open the question of whether ti can be replaced by an arbitrary ideal of 
J/f. 
By a chicf'fucw of a module we mean a simple image of a submodule. Since, in 
Theorem B, the subgroup H is normal in G and 17 kills AI for some n, every chief 
factor of AI is killed by t; . If we begin with this as hypothesis, we may deduce that 
some 1-7 killsN without the nilpotencrq dYf. We state this as: 
In describing these we shall write S for the class of all finitely generated Abelian 
by polycyclic by finite groups. Since S is an image-closed class, it follows from 15. 
Lilsmma 11 tha: every S-group is residually finite if and only if every monolithic 
x -group 1s finite. In turn, this is to say that finitely generated monolithic K-mod- 
ules ai-e finite if G’ is polycyclic by finite. Since we cannot decide whether they are or- 
not, the question of the residual finiteness of S-groups must remain. However, it is 
an imrnediate consequence of the fact that the simple modules are finite that t~very 
chief fartor of an S-group is finite. 
Our inability to decide the residual finiteness question does not prevent us from 
extending the restllts of 161 to S-groups. Let r be any S -group. There exists an 
Abelian normal subgroup M of I-’ such that the factor group G = r/M is polycyclic by 
tinitc. WC way regard M as ;1 ZQhodule via conjugation and apply Theorem B with 
J = Z. Let A be 3 normal subgroup of I‘ 2onf3inin g M, and suppose that H is the pro- 
jtxtlrjn &I1 of A in I;. If If is nilpottznt and if t; kills every simple image of AI, then 
we may deduce that .V t? 2 0 for some 11. The multiplicative interpretation of this 
is that M is contained in the #’ term of the upper central series of A. Since W is nil- 
potent, it follr~ws that .3 is nilpotent. 
A further axxequena is that thr /-‘rattiM sah,qrcwp of’arr x -grcmp is dpotwt. 
Indeed, if ct, is the Frattini subgroup of the &group I‘, 2nd if J/S is the Fitting rad- 
ical of I’:!@. then we may even scty that 1;;1 is nilpotent. For Hirsch [‘)I showed that 
41 is nilpotent if I‘ is poly~yk. and Gaschiitz j.31 that A is nilpotent if I‘ is tinite. It 
foll~s that the projt‘L’tim of .A in my polycyclic by finite image ot‘ I‘ is nilpotent. 
This shows that If is nilpotent and that tj kills the simple images of M. For if C1 is a 
maximal submodule of AI, then Al/U is finite by Theorem A. Therefore IT/U is poly- 
ry& by finite and 3 centralizes N,X’. 
2. Theorem A - Reductions 
In f 5 1 9 Ha11 proved that if G is any polycy4ic by finite group and M any simple 
ZGmodute, then Mp = 0 for some rational prime p. Once this had been done, .M be- 
came a &Y-module with / = Z&Z. With x an element of the centre of G, Hall then 
viewed M as a k (x)-module and proved that M was killed by xn - 1 for some positive 18. 
That icf was finite if<; happened to be nilpotent by finite then followed without 
much further difficulty. He proved these two results by first examining the structure 
of finitely generated ZGmodules as Z-modules, and next by examining finitely gener- 
ated / G-modules in terms of their structure as R (x)-modules. The two steps were 
rather similar and depended. although not in any essential way. upon the fact that 
both 2 and k (x) are principal ideal rings. 
If G is an arbitrary poiycyclic by finite group, it is not certain that there is any 
subgroup of finite index which has a non-trivial centre, and Hall’s second step cannot 
be used. However, much of his argument can be generalized by replacing central ele- 
ments x by Abelian normal subgroups A of G. Of course, any group ring S = J4 is em- 
bedded in a natural way in the corresponding group ring R = JG. The proofs of the 
main theorems depend on analyzing R-modules in terms of their structures as S-mo- 
We shall discuztis most of the subsequences of this in Section 3 rbncc The<>rem C’is 
proved. The only one which is relevant to The~~rern A is: 
To see this. suppose ttlat L is a maximal ideal of S which contams no ctrnjugate of 
A. Since F is free, it is distinct from FL, and it follows from C~.~4lary Cl that ML 1s 
different from M. We write “1, for the intersectkIn of all the c’oryugates of 1, under 
CL Since x 9, = OL x for every x in G. it follows that M %!, is an K-subn~Me of M. 
Since AI %5 G ML q< M and M is simple, we deduce that M %L = 0. That ()L is zero 
now fallows from the assumption that M is torsion-free as JIM S-mctiule. 
In the proof of Theorem A this will be applied with the ring J an absolute field 
and .a1 int7nitc It is c? simple matter to show that in these circumstances the intersec- 
tion of the conjugate’s ot’ no maximal ideal of S can be trivial. 
Here. df c4)i.it3e, V = n ,xI-. (; PK. Since R is ~bs~~lute, any f’lnitely generated sub- 
group of CL,& k b is finite. It f’ollc~ws that the image of /I in S/P under the homo- 
morphism w I* P f a. u E ,4, is finite. t,ienc@ the kernel ( 1 + P) n ,4 has finite index 
in t?. I’hcre therefore esists a positive integer ~1 with ,P G I + P. Since .P is normal 
in G. we deduce that A” Q 1 + “P. Now .4!.4”’ is Gnite. so that S,$?, as an image of 
k f.4 i’;lj”‘), IS firrite-dinlensrr,r~~l NX R . 
This will le~c’ us with the first possibility in Corollary C2. and to dispose of that 
we cuntider special Abclian normal subgroups of G. 
2.3. PIirtths 
Vcf): httte i; known about the ideal structure of group algebras of an Abelian 
group .4 in rslation to ;f group of rrpt‘raton. 71) use that little, we need the idea of :,\ 
plinth. Let f; be any group. By a plinrh of6;‘ WC shall mean a free Abclian normal 
subgr~p A of fimtc positive rank which has no non-trivial subgroup of iuwer rank 
normal IQ any subgwup of finite index in C;. In other words, G rind all its subgroups 
of finite index must act rationally irreducibly on A. 
Our arguments depend uItlmatel~ upon the important work of Bergman. We 
yuotu the main result of [Z 1 as: 
On the basis of this result we shall prove. in Section 9: 
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1st S be any ring and Jl any S-rmtiulc. For ;f subset X uf S WC write *X fijr the 
victim c>f X in A!. WC shall write z.q(AJ) for the set of ;jfl ideals P ofS whxh ,xe maxi- 
mal with rtzspett o *P > 0. 1fiV is nl)n-zero and S has the maximill c’onditicjn on 
ideals. then n&U) is non-empty and consists solely of prime idedis of S. Tht inAx- 
tlvn steps in the protjfs rest upon the well-known fxt that if P,. P,. . . . . I’,, urtt ufl 
difj^trcltrt umf irt zs( M), thrrl *P, + *P, + . . . + *P,, is u dircW sum. F0r P, is prime 
and contains none of P2. . . . . PF,, so that P, < P, + P2P, . . . Pn. ‘That *Pt n (9% + . . . 
+ *P,? ) is zero follows from the definition of‘ IL&V) and the fxt that it is killeki by 
P, ; P2P3 . . . P,!. With this remark we may prove: . 
(*P)R = c (*P)t 
t+zT 
and this sum is iiirect, 
Latt X be the normalizer s; P in G. For x in G it is clear that (*PM = *(Pr). Since 
G = NT and *Pis a J?V-5dbmodulc, it follows that (*P)R = &(*P)t = &*(Iv). If 
ft* *.-\ t, are mutually distinct members of T. then Prl, P’2, . . . . P’” itre all diffsrcrlt 
members of E&V). We deduce that the sum *(P’l ) + *(Y’t) + . . . + *(P’n) is direct. 
We remark that 
42) if M is simple. then *P is a simple JN-module:. 
Indeed, if U is any J/V-submodule of *P, then UR = X, Ut. This sum is direct and, 
obviously. U = (,( *P)t C’+I UR )t-*. The correspondence U -+ UR is therefore one-to= 
one from the set of J/V-submodules of *P to the set of R-submodules ofM. Recause 
it clearly preserves inclusions, we may also say, writing MUX-R for the maximal con- 
dition on R-submodules, that 
if M has Max-R, then *P has MaxJN. 
It is (2) and (3) which allow us to replace consideration of the pair M, JG by that 
of the pair +P, JN. 
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We suppose that G is any pc’lycyclic by finite group, that A is an absolute field 
and that K =n G. IfG is finite, then every finitely generated R-module has finite 
dimension over d. We assume therefore that G is infinite and proceed to prove by 
induction on the Hirsch number of G that every simple R-module is finite-dimen- 
sional over 4. We recall that the Hirsch rrzrrrzber is the number of infinite cyclic 
factors in arty series (1) in which all the factors are either finite or infinite cyclic. 
Let ,+I be any simple R-module. Since G is infinite: it has infinite Abelian normal 
subgroups, o bv Lemma Z there is a normal subgroup \c;r of finite index in G which 
has a plinth A. Because G, has finite index, M is finitely generated as ad G, -mod- 
ule and it follows that there is a maximalR’Gr -submodule U of M. Now f&_$Ix, 
hemg a proper R-submodule oCM. is zero; and there are only finitely many distinct 
Cx. it is sufficient therefore to show that dim& (M/U) is finite. In other words, we 
may assume that i;, equals G and that LJ’ is lero. We shall write S for 4 A. 
From the remark after Theorem E, the module ICI cannot be torsion-free as an S- 
module. The considerations of the previous paragraph can therefore be applied. Sup- 
pose P is in Q(M) and let ,%’ be the normalizer of P in G. From (2). *P is a simple 
d X-module. if;%’ has infinite index in G. then it has a lower Hirsch number than G. 
WC may deduce from the induc’tion hypothesis that dim/,(*P) is finite. Since S/P is 
faithfully represented by endomorphisms of *P, it follows that dimJS/P) is finite. 
if’,%’ has finite index in I;. the same conclusion holds, but by Theorem D. 
Emma 1 now shows that An’ is m 1 + !‘P for some non-zero )?I. Since “P kills 
every (*PLY, it kills AI. It follows that 14’P* acts trivially on RI, and therefore AI is a 
R (C;tP)-module. Since Gi.4’” has a lower Hirsch number than G, we deduce that 
dim4 (M) is finite. 
All wr need do is substantiate he remark made in the introduction. This we do 
with: 
Corollary C3. Suppose thut J is a comntrrtatiw /filbert ring, G is a pd’vcyclic b_s 
finite RI%IM~ ltnd R is the group ring JG. lf M is u simple R-rnodtde, then M is killed 
by a muximul i&al of J. 
Roof. Let P be the killer of M in J. Since victims in M of elements of J are R-sub- 
modules, M is torsion-free as a J/f-module. To show that J/P is a field we may assume 
that P is zero. Theorem C may now be applied with A = 1. The conclusion of Corol- 
lary C2 is that either 11 lies in every maxitnal ideal of J, or else there is some ma,ximal 
ideal of J which is zero. However, J is a Hilbert ring and also, because it has M as a 
torsion-free module, a domain. Therefore tire intersection of the maximal ideals is 
trivial. Since A is non-zero, it follows that J is a field, as required. 
3. Theorem C - Proof and further consequences 
for ail 11 m 1’ and u in S. ,4 trivial verification shows that C.:’ 2 Ct t that U” SE t’” it’ 
C: 2 C’, and t h;i t ( c,‘X 1” 2 L?Q if j* is a further eIemcnt of G. It frA!ows that G per- 
mutes the rwmorphism types of S-modules. Fur S-modules C’ and C’. we shall write 
L,’ l‘i; Z’to mean that Uand C’are G-corrjugatt~, that is to say I’ 1 Ctx fclr some x in 
I;. This wncept helps in analyzing R-modules in terms of their structure as S-modules 
becaw of the 
I-his h ,Ids simply because ( V + u) x (I’= ( V + u) cfJ .r fix every u in U and u in S. 
Wtth its help tke may prove: 
Of’coursc to s;-ly that (4) is a senes means that if ~1 is a non-Lero limit ordinal no 
greater than p, then /VP =lJA+ M,. 
It will help in proving this keorem, which has Theorem C as an easy consequence, 
to have some more notation. Let S be any class of S-modules. We shall write P s for 
We ~~msider tirst the case when G = W is int’nitu cyclic. The ring R is then 
c 
4s 
n-___## Sk”. Suppose that (;’ is a finitely generated S-submodule ofM with M = UR. 
Obviously AI = & UP. We shall construer a series (4) with Jo = 02. Let 
and be sure that 
Now S has Max-r and CT is 3 finitely generated S-module. The ascending chain 
0 G c:: f-7 “; G c/! f! cl; G ,.. G Cl n 6,; d ,.. 
of submodules therefcrre becomes stationary. Suppose (7 n U,t is the limit. Since 
[.;;( [: i? c,;?,, 0 < i $ iz’, are finitely many polycyclic S-modules, there is a finite class 
S It of cyclic S-modules such that each of them lies in TX I . From ( 10) and { 13) it 
follows Ih3t V is in i’( PX I )I;. From (6) we deduce that CT is in 3( x f ). Combining 
this with ( 12). we may put S = S,, U St to give (5) in this case. 
The theltrern in general follows from the particular case. Since G is poly~y&c by 
finite there is a series 
where the factors are either fini:.: or intkite cyclic. We proceed by induction on n. 
Let S, be the subring of’R ge%erated by S and G, . If G/G, is finite, then M is finite- 
ly generated 3s an S,,-module. and we may deduce from the induction hypothesis 
that M lies in fi( 3”l,j, and hence in fi(, x G, for 3 suitable class g . We suppose there- 
fore that d;,X$ is infinite cyclic. so that there is an infinite cyclic subgroup II of G 
with G = C, H. Obviously K is generated by S, and W, and N normalizes S, . More- 
over. S, has Max-r by the methods of Hall 141. From the infinite cyclic case already 
established WC kduce that M, 3s an .I, -module, lies in fi( 9)’ ) for some finite class 
?) of cyclic S, -modules. 
Let 9 be determined by the S, -ntoc!ules ,Y,, ..,. Ym. By induction, each Yi, 3s an 
S-module, lies in P( S f1 j for some finite class S, of cyclic S-modules. If we put 
s = Ugl 3f I, then ‘I) , as 3 class of S-modules, lies in 3 = b( S “I). It follows that 
.V, 3s an S-module, lies in it 3’ ). Since X “1 and 3F w * are both subclasses of 3’ G, 
we deduce from (6) that M is in i( XG). 
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Hcrc we suppose that S is commutative and Noetherian and that 31 is a finitely 
generated R-module which is torsion-free as an S-module. The gruup (I‘ is supposed 
to be p~lycyclic by finite. We show that there is a free S-subntodule F of M and a 
non-zero ideal .A of S such that every finitely generated S-submodule dM/F k kill- 
cd by a product ,I” i, t$‘2 . . . iI“ ‘1 of conjugates crf A under G. Theorem C follows from %, 
specializing S. 
According to Theorem C *. there are finitely many cyclic S-modules U,, . . . . L;, 
which WC’ may suppose 111 be mutually inconjuga:c under G. arid 31’1 ascending series 
(4) sudt that each of the facfcxs MA,, ,/#I, is Gcc3njugatc tc? c>ne of I$, . . . . Cr. Ob- 
vi~sly we may suppt~ that MI is nc)n-xerrl and isomorphic with U, . Sinctz !lI is 
t~Ac9Aee as an S-module. we may take U, = S. 
I_ct 0 he the set of all X, (I) G X < p, such that AI h+l /MA is isomorphic with S, 
;md suppt~ that M,, I = MA St p, S t;>r cxh A. The S-submodule 
f-‘ = 23 ItA s 
xc: <;; 
is then free. t f’ f = 1 , then E-‘ = d %f, and we may take .2 to be S. If I- > 1. we show that 
we rwy take 
.a\ = P,P, . . . Pr 
to bc the prrrduct of the killers ?‘i of I_$ in 5’. 
N0w 1$ is n0t isrrmqhic with S for i 2 Z, so that yi is non-zero. Since S is a do- 
main, it f<Alows that A is nun-zero. ,411 that remains to show is that if L: is a rinitely 
gcneratcd S-submodulr cjf AI, then 
Let ~1~ be the least ordinal such that .C’ is contained in F + Aftit . Since U is t;lnitely 
generated, pl is either zero or ~1s: asuccessor ordinal X1 + 1. Hence if U is not oon- 
tained in F, then p1 = X, + I. Now F + M, = F + M,,, if X is in 0 ; therefore A, is 
not in (If, . It follows that fi&,,/M~,, is G-conjugate to one of L/z, . . . . U* and conse- 
quently killed by a conjugate of one of P2, . . . . Pr. We deduce that there is some x1 
in G with M,, jz”1 <MA, Xhereforc UAxl G F + MA, . Since S is Noetherian. [i’i\‘l 
is also a finitely gemrated S-submodule of M, and if p2 is the least ordinal such that 
USxt 6 F + &fM2, then ~1 < pl . ( 14) follows by induction. 
3.4. Further remurks, when S is central irl R 
c 
kcause of our scant knowledge about groups acting on group algebras. there are 
difficulties in applying Theorems C and C* to modules which are not torsion-free for 
S. If S is in the centre of R, these disappear. Recalling that an S-module is said to be 
prime if and only if it is non-zero and is killed by the killer of any non-zero submodule, 
we state 

4. Theorem E -- Proof 
I.& keI, be the subfield of d generated by the cmffkients kQ of A. Since k is 
absolute, kg is finite. Suppose that S,, = k ,A and that f,, is a maximal ideal of So 
which contains no conjugate of A. Since S is free over 5’,, there is a maxim;\1 Ided I: 
of S containing L,,. Obviously S f~ 1, = S,, so that I, contains no conjugate of X eitht’r. 
We may therefore assume that k = A<~) is a finite Geld. 
By [ 1.3. Theorem I], there is a normal subgroup G,, of finite index in G which 
Contains .4 and induces an Abelian group of automorphisms of A. Clearly A is a 
plinth of G,, . let 7’ be a transversal to the cosets of G,, in G and A,, = II,, iT’ A’. 
Since S is a domain, A,, is non-zero. If L is a maximal ideal of S which contains no 
conilugate of A,, under G,, then L can contain no conjugate of X under G. WC may 
therefore assume that G = G,,. 
TU apply lt WC take i” to be the grwp of autrmwrphisrns of A induced by G and 
tincw A as a ZT-msdulc. The hypotheses of the lemma, with 1’ = A s Qr arc a simple 
translation of the fact that A is a plinth of G. For ( 17) we may take x to be any ele- 
ment ofG which induces [. 
We prove f_em na 4. We may obviously suppose that r does not act trivially on V. 
There is a maxim;il ideal I, csf”Qr with V isomorphic with QL’,%. We set F equal to 
QW, and remark that F is a fimte extension of Q by the Weak Nullstellensatz. There 
are therefore onI4 finitely many proper subfield of F, whiclh we shall cali F, , Fz, . . . . 
I;;z . 
For 1 G i C N, let X,!L be Fj and set ri = Xi 0 r. We write Aiiri for the periodic 
part of I‘&. Each T’/bi is torsion-free and, because r is finitely generated, each Ai/ri 
IS finite. Now Fi corresponds to a proper non-zero Qri-submodule of C’, so that from 
the hypothesis ri must have infinite index in r. It follows that each Aj has infinite 
Roof. WC suppt~ that A is ncjn-trivial and that kl has order q. IfL = Lt 4; S. then 
5 induces 3 k +utomc,rphism of the finite extension S,V.. 81f d . Hence there exists 
sww II 2 0 such that I, + crs = 1, + CH’* for evatry u in S. It follows that ut 0” - 1 
lies in L, for every rl in A. If we write 
. . 
4 = 
PI c (ck ..’ 1)s 
a&4, 
for the kernel of the natural homomorphism ofS onto A (A,/.+ 1, then 
Conversely, if il ‘-‘)I G L 41 S, then L = Lt. F=or if j’is the Frobenius endomorph- 
km u -+ oq of S, then ( acts like I’” in d/A,, and it follows that [ sets like fyl in 
S/ fi r,. HOWL’VCI”, 1‘stabilizes every ideal of S. 
Now the Jacobson radical of&’ il ,I is normalized by 5 and must therefore be 
id~mpottlnt. Since it is also nilpotent, it must be trivik Therefore the intersection of 
the maximal ideals of S whi‘:h are normaikcd by [ is the same ;1s ny=,, -(r ,, . To prove 
the lemma, we must show that this is zt’ro. 
As a mat tcr of fact. if I is any infinite subset of the natural numbers. then&., fl,, 
is zero. This will f4low from proving the corresponding group-theoretic statement 
For suppose this is true and A = ?=A, a is a no n-Lcro element of S. From ( PI 1, w 
non-unit clenwnt of A can be contained in infinitely many /Qt. Since the sot 
s. 1 . R1Yh‘fCf ?IIS 1 
Suppcjsc J IS a c~ummutatiwc HW4 I ring all of whose capitals are rrbsc&lte, and that 
His a nilpotent nr:rmat subgrr>hp of the polycyuiic by f’illitc group G. Lc”t M be 3 
finitely generated non-zeroJG-module and ti the augmentation idea1 ofJH. The 
hypothesis is that t kills every simple image of M, and we must show that M t, n = 0 
for 601113 2. 
The first point t;: make is that ifif is contained in a normal subgroup GI) of finite 
index in 6, then 1% kills every simple N+mage ofM For let Cl he a maximal JG,,- 
submodule OfM and let V = inx,_ (;Ck. Since G/;,, is finite, M/C’ has a finite series 
of JG[,-submodules the facttirs of which are each isomorphic with a G-conjugate of 
l ,‘(..‘. Let k’ be a maximal ./G’-submctdule of N containing V, and let U, be a maxintai 
JG,,-subnlcPdule of AI clontaining W. Since f; kills M,W, it kills AI/U, . Now M/L’, is 
l~omurphic. as 3 .I( +,-module, with some M&‘x with x in G, and If is normal in G. It 
follows thcrcfore that :I! !I G C.‘. 
Now we USG induction on the Hirs& number of G and the class of ff, and show 
that we may assume that N is a plinth of G. 
If ff is finite, we takt A to be its centre and let G, be the centralizer of A in G. 
The ring J.4 is in the uentre of JG,,. From the remarks preceding Corollary C’S, every 
clement of the augmentation u af.U acts nilpotently on AI. Since 11 is finitely gen- 
hr smte r = ff 11. This all~3 us to assume that 
(22) 
For L uontak a maximal ideal of J, and the capitals of J are all abAute, so th.at 
the group of- atlt~)nlor~~llisms of S’/% induced by G is tinite by LemIna 1. Henoe 
I, has only finitely many conjugates under G. It f‘ollows that S = 41 + “1. and 
theref’ore (22) holds. 
Suppvsc that M is torsion-free as an S-module, and consider the non-zero ideal 
A of S assotiiatcd with Al by Theorem C By (22 ) and Corollary Cl. every masimal 
ideal ufS which does not contain 11 must contain a conjugate of A. it Wlows that 
every maxinrd ideal of3 contains a conjugate of a A. i1‘Y -41 J, then Theorem E, 
with J/Y fork shows that il A lies in PS. Therefore MLIA dnp,,#IP. From (21). 
and Corollary (‘4 with S =J, we deduce that Ml>,\ = 0, which is a contrtidiction 
since both o and A are non-zero. Hence 
(23) M is nut torsion-free 3s an S-module. 
Now suppose that P is in n&%f). (23) shows that P is non-zero and (2 I? that 
P n J = 0. Let Cl’ = *P and E’ equal UR. Suppose A’ is the normalizer oiY in G 
We need that J, A, N, U satisfy the same hypotheses as& H, G, M. 
(3) shc~ws that C’ is ;3 finitely generated AC’-module. We must show that u 
kilts every simpJe ZV-image of 6’. Let U, be a maximal JN-submoduie of U and 
5 = U,H. By Lemma 3, I’, is a proper submodule of k’, so there exists a maxi- 
maJ R-submodule IV of I” containing t/r, . , Now V/IV is ftnite_dintensrilnaJ over scrmc 
capital of J by Corollary A and is therefore kiJJed by O/1 for some I, <If S; more- 
aver, t’ contains ome Ma ’ by (20). From (22), therefore, 
,4f* r+’ =M* Ur d:zI”I, Q t =.Va’ 01 , g h’ . 
If A’ has infinite index in G, then from the inductive hypotht.his on the Hirs& 
number of G we ma!,* deduce that C.%P = 0. It follows that ram = 0 and from ( 28) 
that Ma r+n* = 0. 
We therefore assume that Af has finite Index in G’. if J is a fkid. thestl Theorem 
D applies and gives diadS/‘P) finite. Lemma 1 now shows that some non-trivial 
power A’ of.4 acts trivial& on V. Since G/A1 has lower Hirsch number than G, it 
follows that Vam = 0 for some m, and-as before, Muf’+m = 0. Hence we may 
assume that J is not a field. 
Theorem D cannot now be directly applied, but an indirect application will 
altow us to complete the proof. We ccnsider Y = S/P as a J-module and apply 
Theorem C, w&h A = C alld Y for M. Let A be the non-zerc ideal of J and E’ the 
free ,f-submodule of 6Y coming frpm that thr:orem. Let j be the field of fractions 
of J arrd’ 3 = !A. If P = P.!?, th:n Theorem Q shows that dim$$‘& is finite. It fol- 
k>ws at once that the rank, m, of F is firItp. 
Now Corollary C 1 shows that Y = : + Yt and (YL) n F = FL whenever L IS 
a maximal ideal of J not contairig A. It follows that Y/Yt is isomorphic with 
F/FL. J-Jence 
04) if A $ L aiJ, then dim,i#?/(P + 3,)) = m. 
The killer XL of t;‘UL in S contains P + SI, obviously. If A $ I, 419, then 
t 113) shows that the dimension of S/& over JiL is at most rn. From (2 1). and 
since J is not a field, VI, is non-zero. From (Xl), some power of II therefore kills 
&TX and hence lies in X, ; clearly cl” must then Iie in X, . It f’ollows that 
Corolfar-y C4, with S = J and U = M, now shows that ~~ qiJ L/L is zero; and 
(2i)that 6’~” = 0. Once again it follows that t/am =: 0, and the proof is complete. 
This is a vex simple matter compared with Theorem B. Here we suppose that H 
is any normal suhgrtjup r~f the polycy&c by finite group (k‘ and that 31 is a non-zero 
finitei> generated JG-module. The ring J is again supposed to be a commutative tiil- 
bcrt ring, all of whtjse capitals are absolute, and b to kill every chief factor of ill. 
We show that some power of tj kills/U. 
To do this, we use induction on the Hirsch number of G and, as before, replace 
:!I by a suitable image SO that if 1,’ is a non-zero submodule, then F’ contains ,%I t; r 
for some r. 
If I{ is infinite, then it 113s an intinite Abelian subgror.,p A normal iu G. By Theorem 
B, :%I” = 0 for some II. Let V be the victim of Q in &I. Obviously c’ is 3 J(G/A )_ 
module and we deduce that t’$ = 0 for some 1. The result follows. 
If/f is finite, we may use induction on the order of I-I. Let ~1 be 3 minimal normal 
subgroup of G contained in /II. Provided that A is a proper subgroup of/f, we deduce 
that 310 n = 0 for some /I. Since I&C4 f < INI, the result follows as above. If A = Ii 
is Abehan. the result follows from the Theorem. The only other possibility is that If 
1s equal to Its derived subgroup. In this case, ti = Q 2. It follows that b1 t8 is contain- 
ed in every non-zero submodule of ;‘N. Therefore ftlh is either zero or simple. In 
either case, tf$ = 0. 
To show that the nilpotency hypothesis iq necessary in Theorem B. we now sup- 
pose that H is a non-nilpotent normal sribgroup of the polycyclic by finite group G, 
and show that there is 3 tlnitqxime f’ield R’ and a finite &&nodule ,%I such that H 
kitls every simple image of izI and yet t‘;iils to act nilpotently. 
It follows from the work of Hirsch [S] that there is a homomorphism 8 of G onto 
a finite group such that HO is not nilpotent. By replacing G and H by their images, we 
may assume that G is finite. Let B be the limit of the lower central series of H, and p 
a prime dividing the order of B 
tT= r Lo&, then 
(25) Etj =Q. 
Moreover, as in [ 15, paragraph 
We consider R = ,&G. Obviously. if E = Chzl, h, then 
2.1(a)] the choice of p ensures that 
ht X =n,t,‘lR and let P be a right ideal of R maximal with respect to not con- 
taining E. If W = R,P, then (26) shows that IVX is non-zero. Let c’be the victim of 
X in W and suppose that U/V is 3 simple R-submodule of I+‘/ 1’. Let Y be the killer of 
U/V in R. Since Y is a maximal ideal of R and does not contain h, it follows that 
R = Y + 5 R and hence that R =1 X t Y. Therefore E is not in the victim of Y. Hence 
Y has trivial victim in W. If XYw < YX, then. UXYw = 0, and we deduce th 
0. Therefore XY@ is not contained in YX. If Z is the image ot‘ Y under the iwolution 
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